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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. Unless you stop ---- that stupid noise while 
I’m studying here, I will tell my father when 
he comes in the evening.

A)   to make  B)   making

C)   being made D)   to be making

  E)   to have made

2. ---- we are from a middle-class family cannot 
stop any of us pursuing our goals. We should 
do our best to succeed in everything we do.

A)   Who  B)   What

C)   Which  D)   The fact that

  E)   If

3. As a matter of fact, the hottest debate was 
based on the question of ---- the military 
forces must make interference in the 
situation.

A)   if   B)   that

C)   what  D)   whom

  E)   whether 

4. If you ---- attention to what you were told 
by your dietician, you ---- from this health 
problem now.

A)   have paid / wouldn’t suffer

B)   have paid / didn’t suffer

C)   paid / hadn’t suffered

D)   had paid / wouldn’t suffer

E)   would pay / hadn’t suffered

5. I wish you ---- me know you were coming by 
train in advance. I could have taken you from 
the station.

A)   would let  B)   could let

C)   will let  D)   have left

  E)   had let

6. In this stall we donate medical equipment, 
some small pieces of furniture and some 
small household items ---- they are in good, 
usable condition.

A)   in case of B)   provided

C)   unless  D)   in order that

  E)   but for

7. If your friend ---- you to babysit tonight, ask 
her if she ---- your son to school tomorrow.

A)   asked / could drive

B)   has asked / would drive

C)   had asked / would have driven

D)   has been asked / can drive

E)   asks / can drive

8. He wishes that she ---- to him when he told 
her that she ---- careful walking on the ice. 
She wouldn’t be in hospital now.

A)   had listened / should be

B)   listened / should have been

C)   listens / should be

D)   had been listened / should have been

E)   would listen / should be
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9. If you ---- to increase your grade point 
average at least to 3,50, you ---- in a more 
diligent and systematic way. 

A)   want / have to study

B)   wanted / can study

C)   would want / studied

D)   have wanted / would study

E)   had wanted / have studied

10. But for that positive reinforcement you 
provided when I was in trouble, I ---- that 
crisis.

A)   will not survive

B)   would not survive

C)   did not survive

D)   had not survived

E)   would not have survived

11. While I was watching the seagulls at the port 
yesterday, I wished I ---- as freely as them and 
see the places from a different angle.

A)   can fl y  B)   would fl y

C)   could fl y  D)   fl y

  E)   have fl own

12. If you ---- all of your wage as soon as you got 
it, you ---- broke at the moment. You should 
learn to make a budget.

A)   didn’t spend / aren’t

B)   weren’t spending / won’t be

C)   hadn’t spent / wouldn’t be

D)   haven’t spent / wouldn’t be

E)   wouldn’t spend / wouldn’t have been

13. ---- we known that your fi nancial situation 
was in ruins, we would have absolutely given 
you a hand.

A)   Were  B)   Did

C)   Should  D)   Had

  E)   Could

14. I wish I ---- plenty of practice with native 
speakers when I went to London last 
summer. I could speak more fl uently now.

A)   will get  B)   have got

C)   would get D)   had got

  E)   were getting

15. I wish I ---- a more economic car than this 
as I nearly spend half of my salary on its 
maintenance.

A)   will have  B)   had

C)   have had D)   have

  E)   would have

16. If only Jane had informed us beforehand 
about the cancellation of the play, I ---- my 
appointment with my dentist.

A)   can’t have postponed

B)   can’t postpone

C)   didn’t need to postpone

D)   wouldn’t have postponed

E)   may not postpone
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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. The Queen’s Grove, rich in foreign trees, 
offers ---- known scenery of tulip gardens in 
the world.

A)   the more beautiful B)   more beautiful

C)   most beautiful D)   beautiful

  E)   the most beautiful

2. Her collection was ---- celebrated ---- 
travellers from all around the world would 
come to admire it. Only last week 50 
thousand people visited it.

A)   so / that  B)   as / as

C)   so / as   D)   such / as

  E)   such / that

3. Many people were surprised to fi nd out ---- 
legendary characters ---- Jack and Rose from 
the movie Titanic were completely fi ctional 
and they never existed.

A)   so / as  B)   such / as

C)   such / that D)   as / as

  E)   so / that

4. Most of the big animals, including lions, 
African buffalo, hippos, and wildebeests, are 
vastly ---- now than in 1994.

A)   so numerous  B)   numerous

C)   more numerous  D)   most numerous

  E)   as numerous

5. Jaguars once roamed throughout much of 
Arizona and New Mexico, even ---- far ---- the 
Grand Canyon but now they are on the brink 
of extinction.

A)   so / as  B)   such / as

C)   so / that  D)   as / as

  E)   such / that

6. --- you waste your time on playing games, 
---- grade you will receive from the upcoming 
exam. You should spare more time to your 
lessons.

A)   The more / the worse

B)   More / worse

C)   The most / the worst

D)   The more / the more

E)   The more / worse

7. Scientists and doctors mainly want the goal 
for treating chronic pain to be set ---- higher 
than it currently is.

A)   more   B)   so

C)   too   D)   such

  E)   much

8. There’s a long-standing history of black people 
not being taken as seriously about pain, and 
over time the need to explain it in a strong ---- 
way to be heard may become adaptive.

A)   as  B)   enough

C)   such  D)   too

  E)   much
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9. Research shows that marriages with a 
female provider are ---- to end in divorce than 
marriages with a male provider.

A)   much likely B)   so likely

C)   more likely D)   too likely

  E)   very likely

10. The food in this country is not ---- tasty ---- 
the food back in my hometown. I can’t fi nd 
anything to eat. I have missed my country.

A)   as / that  B)   so / as

C)   such / as  D)   so / that

  E)   such / that

11. It was discovered that the gold-cased 
furniture inside the chamber was damaged 
by water and it is in ---- poor condition ---- it 
could crumble any moment.

A)   such / that B)   such / as

C)   so / as   D)   so / that

  E)   as / as

12. Banning mink farming nationwide has strong 
support from animal welfare groups that 
charge the industry is ---- for humans.

A)   as risky  B)   so risky as

C)   too risky  D)   risky enough

  E)   riskier than

13. Amidst the pandemic, in the United Kingdom, 
some COVID-19 patients were discharged 
---- fast, to free up beds, while others were 
delayed in hospital ---- long.

A)   enough / too B)   as / too

C)   too / enough D)   too / too

  E)   enough / enough

14. Economic changes after World War II drove 
---- shifts in healthcare, especially in the UK 
as it drove them to create National Health 
Service.

A)   the further B)   further

C)   more further D)   furthest

  E)   the furthest

15. Murujuga, ancient rock carvings, has some 
of ---- known images of the human face and a 
series of extinct animals.

A)   oldest  B)   more older

C)   as older  D)   older

  E)   the oldest

16. Wildfi res are getting bigger, hotter, and more 
frequent as the climate changes. Australia’s 
forest fi res in the past two years have burned 
an area ---- big ---- Florida.

A)   so / as  B)   as / as

C)   so / that  D)   such / as

  E)   such / that
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